Pegasus Homes©
NEW-AGE ENTERTAINMENT CONSOLE OPTIONS
General Specifications
Disclaimer
•Base Plywood: Standard Plywood ISI 710 BWP/ BWR Marine Grade (19mm/ •Accessories shown in the image are only for representation and are not part
12mm/ 6mm) of Specified Make.
of the product.
•Laminates: Greemlam/ Advance/ Merino/ Realtouch/ Similar Make.
•Depending on your screen settings and resolution on your device there may
•Toughened Glass: Saint Gobain/ Modiguard/ Equivalent Make.
be a slight variance in fabric color and wood polish of the image and actual
•Hardware/baskets: Godrej/ Hafele/ Hettich/ Similar Make.
product.
•False Ceiling: Gyproc/ Oman/ Boral/ Equivalent (12mm THK) With GI Channel •Wood grains will vary from product to product.
(Of Make Jindal/ Equivalent), CNC Cutting panels extra.
•Furniture having intricate hand-painted or similar detail is an individual
•Electricals: Finolex/ Anchor Wires, Finolex/ Anchor Soft Touch Switches,
unique piece and may have slight distinctions and variance between the
Philips LED Lights or Similar.
picture and actual design.
•Paint/ Texture Paint: Asian Wall Putty (Touchup), Asian Primer, Asian Paints •The Primary material as per specification is the main material used to create
Royale Shyne/ Equivalent Paint.
the product and in addition to the primary material there might also be
•Wallpaper: Blossom/ New Year/ Equivalent Make, Full Washable Waterproof additional materials used in the creation of the design.
Quality.
•In natural response to seasonal climate variations, any wood will contract
•Glue: Fevicol Marine/ Equivalent Advanced Waterproof Adhesive Make.
and expand throughout the life of the product and is thus not warranted for
•Miscellaneous: General Branded items as per Specified Make and color of
this purpose.
Choice.
•Glue lines or other issues related to the natural characteristics of wood are
Features & Benefits
not defects and not covered under any kind of warranty.
•Made from environment friendly European Standard Plywood with scratch •There is no warranty for built in furniture design if there are cuts or
resistant Laminate coating as per standard materiel specifications provided
scratches, or damage caused by impacts or accidents, or if the items are have
separately.
been handled incorrectly, used inappropriately, or cleaned using the wrong
•Edge banding/ similar treatment made on all sides and selected lamination cleaning methods or cleaning products.
provided on all open exposed surfaces to protect from moisture and other
•Upholstered furniture will lighten over time if it's exposed to direct sunlight
natural elements.
or even in prolonged usage within indoor lighting conditions.
•Fit to host standard sized units as applicable for its particular usage and
•No warranty is covered for any damages due to the usage of the product
which can be wall mount or placed on the proposed shelf or surface provided beyond its intended use and for general wears & tears in the natural course
at site as per standard design.
of product usage.
•Open and closed shelves gives ample display and storage space respectively •These are sample reference images for artistic understanding only and the
for memoirs, curios, pieces of art and other essentials to be housed securely in same shall vary as per actual design.
place.
•This design is termite and borer proof as per standard materiel specifications
provided separately.

Pegasus Homes©
DESIGNER STYLE SOFA SET OPTIONS
General Specifications
color and wood polish of the image and actual product.
•Base Plywood: Standard Plywood ISI 710 BWP/ BWR Marine Grade (19mm/ 12mm/ 6mm) of Specified Make. •Wood grains will vary from product to product.
•Laminates: Greemlam/ Advance/ Merino/ Realtouch/ Similar Make.
•Furniture having intricate hand-painted or similar detail is an individual unique piece and may have slight
•Toughened Glass: Saint Gobain/ Modiguard/ Equivalent Make.
distinctions and variance between the picture and actual design.
•Hardware/baskets: Godrej/ Hafele/ Hettich/ Similar Make.
•The Primary material as per specification is the main material used to create the product and in addition to
•False Ceiling: Gyproc/ Oman/ Boral/ Equivalent (12mm THK) With GI Channel (Of Make Jindal/ Equivalent), the primary material there might also be additional materials used in the creation of the design.
CNC Cutting panels extra.
•In natural response to seasonal climate variations, any wood will contract and expand throughout the life of
•Electricals: Finolex/ Anchor Wires, Finolex/ Anchor Soft Touch Switches, Philips LED Lights or Similar.
the product and is thus not warranted for this purpose.
•Paint/ Texture Paint: Asian Wall Putty (Touchup), Asian Primer, Asian Paints Royale Shyne/ Equivalent Paint. •Glue lines or other issues related to the natural characteristics of wood are not defects and not covered
•Wallpaper: Blossom/ New Year/ Equivalent Make, Full Washable Waterproof Quality.
under any kind of warranty.
•Glue: Fevicol Marine/ Equivalent Advanced Waterproof Adhesive Make.
•There is no warranty for built in furniture design if there are cuts or scratches, or damage caused by impacts
•Miscellaneous: General Branded items as per Specified Make and color of Choice.
or accidents, or if the items are have been handled incorrectly, used inappropriately, or cleaned using the
Features & Benefits
wrong cleaning methods or cleaning products.
•Made from environment friendly European Standard Plywood with scratch resistant Laminate coating as per •Upholstered furniture will lighten over time if it's exposed to direct sunlight or even in prolonged usage
standard materiel specifications provided separately.
within indoor lighting conditions.
•Edge banding/ similar treatment made on all sides and selected lamination provided on all open exposed
•No warranty is covered for any damages due to the usage of the product beyond its intended use and for
surfaces to protect from moisture and other natural elements.
general wears & tears in the natural course of product usage.
•Fit to host standard sized units as applicable for its particular usage and which can be wall mount or placed •These are sample reference images for artistic understanding only and the same shall vary as per actual
on the proposed shelf or surface provided at site as per standard design.
design.
•Open and closed shelves gives ample display and storage space respectively for memoirs, curios, pieces of
art and other essentials to be housed securely in place.
•This design is termite and borer proof as per standard materiel specifications provided separately.
Disclaimer
•Accessories shown in the image are only for representation and are not part of the product.
•Depending on your screen settings and resolution on your device there may be a slight variance in fabric

Pegasus Homes©
DÉCOR DISPLAY CONSOLE OPTIONS
General Specifications
Disclaimer
•Base Plywood: Standard Plywood ISI 710 BWP/ BWR Marine Grade (19mm/ •Accessories shown in the image are only for representation and are not part
12mm/ 6mm) of Specified Make.
of the product.
•Laminates: Greemlam/ Advance/ Merino/ Realtouch/ Similar Make.
•Depending on your screen settings and resolution on your device there may
•Toughened Glass: Saint Gobain/ Modiguard/ Equivalent Make.
be a slight variance in fabric color and wood polish of the image and actual
•Hardware/baskets: Godrej/ Hafele/ Hettich/ Similar Make.
product.
•False Ceiling: Gyproc/ Oman/ Boral/ Equivalent (12mm THK) With GI Channel •Wood grains will vary from product to product.
(Of Make Jindal/ Equivalent), CNC Cutting panels extra.
•Furniture having intricate hand-painted or similar detail is an individual
•Electricals: Finolex/ Anchor Wires, Finolex/ Anchor Soft Touch Switches,
unique piece and may have slight distinctions and variance between the
Philips LED Lights or Similar.
picture and actual design.
•Paint/ Texture Paint: Asian Wall Putty (Touchup), Asian Primer, Asian Paints •The Primary material as per specification is the main material used to create
Royale Shyne/ Equivalent Paint.
the product and in addition to the primary material there might also be
•Wallpaper: Blossom/ New Year/ Equivalent Make, Full Washable Waterproof additional materials used in the creation of the design.
Quality.
•In natural response to seasonal climate variations, any wood will contract
•Glue: Fevicol Marine/ Equivalent Advanced Waterproof Adhesive Make.
and expand throughout the life of the product and is thus not warranted for
•Miscellaneous: General Branded items as per Specified Make and color of
this purpose.
Choice.
•Glue lines or other issues related to the natural characteristics of wood are
Features & Benefits
not defects and not covered under any kind of warranty.
•Made from environment friendly European Standard Plywood with scratch •There is no warranty for built in furniture design if there are cuts or
resistant Laminate coating as per standard materiel specifications provided
scratches, or damage caused by impacts or accidents, or if the items are have
separately.
been handled incorrectly, used inappropriately, or cleaned using the wrong
•Edge banding/ similar treatment made on all sides and selected lamination cleaning methods or cleaning products.
provided on all open exposed surfaces to protect from moisture and other
•Upholstered furniture will lighten over time if it's exposed to direct sunlight
natural elements.
or even in prolonged usage within indoor lighting conditions.
•Fit to host standard sized units as applicable for its particular usage and
•No warranty is covered for any damages due to the usage of the product
which can be wall mount or placed on the proposed shelf or surface provided beyond its intended use and for general wears & tears in the natural course
at site as per standard design.
of product usage.
•Open and closed shelves gives ample display and storage space respectively •These are sample reference images for artistic understanding only and the
for memoirs, curios, pieces of art and other essentials to be housed securely in same shall vary as per actual design.
place.
•This design is termite and borer proof as per standard materiel specifications
provided separately.

Pegasus Homes©
HOME-SHANTI PUJA UNIT OPTIONS
General Specifications
Disclaimer
•Base Plywood: Standard Plywood ISI 710 BWP/ BWR Marine Grade (19mm/ •Accessories shown in the image are only for representation and are not part
12mm/ 6mm) of Specified Make.
of the product.
•Laminates: Greemlam/ Advance/ Merino/ Realtouch/ Similar Make.
•Depending on your screen settings and resolution on your device there may
•Toughened Glass: Saint Gobain/ Modiguard/ Equivalent Make.
be a slight variance in fabric color and wood polish of the image and actual
•Hardware/baskets: Godrej/ Hafele/ Hettich/ Similar Make.
product.
•False Ceiling: Gyproc/ Oman/ Boral/ Equivalent (12mm THK) With GI Channel •Wood grains will vary from product to product.
(Of Make Jindal/ Equivalent), CNC Cutting panels extra.
•Furniture having intricate hand-painted or similar detail is an individual
•Electricals: Finolex/ Anchor Wires, Finolex/ Anchor Soft Touch Switches,
unique piece and may have slight distinctions and variance between the
Philips LED Lights or Similar.
picture and actual design.
•Paint/ Texture Paint: Asian Wall Putty (Touchup), Asian Primer, Asian Paints •The Primary material as per specification is the main material used to create
Royale Shyne/ Equivalent Paint.
the product and in addition to the primary material there might also be
•Wallpaper: Blossom/ New Year/ Equivalent Make, Full Washable Waterproof additional materials used in the creation of the design.
Quality.
•In natural response to seasonal climate variations, any wood will contract
•Glue: Fevicol Marine/ Equivalent Advanced Waterproof Adhesive Make.
and expand throughout the life of the product and is thus not warranted for
•Miscellaneous: General Branded items as per Specified Make and color of
this purpose.
Choice.
•Glue lines or other issues related to the natural characteristics of wood are
Features & Benefits
not defects and not covered under any kind of warranty.
•Made from environment friendly European Standard Plywood with scratch •There is no warranty for built in furniture design if there are cuts or
resistant Laminate coating as per standard materiel specifications provided
scratches, or damage caused by impacts or accidents, or if the items are have
separately.
been handled incorrectly, used inappropriately, or cleaned using the wrong
•Edge banding/ similar treatment made on all sides and selected lamination cleaning methods or cleaning products.
provided on all open exposed surfaces to protect from moisture and other
•Upholstered furniture will lighten over time if it's exposed to direct sunlight
natural elements.
or even in prolonged usage within indoor lighting conditions.
•Fit to host standard sized units as applicable for its particular usage and
•No warranty is covered for any damages due to the usage of the product
which can be wall mount or placed on the proposed shelf or surface provided beyond its intended use and for general wears & tears in the natural course
at site as per standard design.
of product usage.
•Open and closed shelves gives ample display and storage space respectively •These are sample reference images for artistic understanding only and the
for memoirs, curios, pieces of art and other essentials to be housed securely in same shall vary as per actual design.
place.
•This design is termite and borer proof as per standard materiel specifications
provided separately.

Pegasus Homes©
DECORATIVE PARTITION WALL OPTIONS
General Specifications
Disclaimer
•Base Plywood: Standard Plywood ISI 710 BWP/ BWR Marine Grade (19mm/ •Accessories shown in the image are only for representation and are not part
12mm/ 6mm) of Specified Make.
of the product.
•Laminates: Greemlam/ Advance/ Merino/ Realtouch/ Similar Make.
•Depending on your screen settings and resolution on your device there may
•Toughened Glass: Saint Gobain/ Modiguard/ Equivalent Make.
be a slight variance in fabric color and wood polish of the image and actual
•Hardware/baskets: Godrej/ Hafele/ Hettich/ Similar Make.
product.
•False Ceiling: Gyproc/ Oman/ Boral/ Equivalent (12mm THK) With GI Channel •Wood grains will vary from product to product.
(Of Make Jindal/ Equivalent), CNC Cutting panels extra.
•Furniture having intricate hand-painted or similar detail is an individual
•Electricals: Finolex/ Anchor Wires, Finolex/ Anchor Soft Touch Switches,
unique piece and may have slight distinctions and variance between the
Philips LED Lights or Similar.
picture and actual design.
•Paint/ Texture Paint: Asian Wall Putty (Touchup), Asian Primer, Asian Paints •The Primary material as per specification is the main material used to create
Royale Shyne/ Equivalent Paint.
the product and in addition to the primary material there might also be
•Wallpaper: Blossom/ New Year/ Equivalent Make, Full Washable Waterproof additional materials used in the creation of the design.
Quality.
•In natural response to seasonal climate variations, any wood will contract
•Glue: Fevicol Marine/ Equivalent Advanced Waterproof Adhesive Make.
and expand throughout the life of the product and is thus not warranted for
•Miscellaneous: General Branded items as per Specified Make and color of
this purpose.
Choice.
•Glue lines or other issues related to the natural characteristics of wood are
Features & Benefits
not defects and not covered under any kind of warranty.
•Made from environment friendly European Standard Plywood with scratch •There is no warranty for built in furniture design if there are cuts or
resistant Laminate coating as per standard materiel specifications provided
scratches, or damage caused by impacts or accidents, or if the items are have
separately.
been handled incorrectly, used inappropriately, or cleaned using the wrong
•Edge banding/ similar treatment made on all sides and selected lamination cleaning methods or cleaning products.
provided on all open exposed surfaces to protect from moisture and other
•Upholstered furniture will lighten over time if it's exposed to direct sunlight
natural elements.
or even in prolonged usage within indoor lighting conditions.
•Fit to host standard sized units as applicable for its particular usage and
•No warranty is covered for any damages due to the usage of the product
which can be wall mount or placed on the proposed shelf or surface provided beyond its intended use and for general wears & tears in the natural course
at site as per standard design.
of product usage.
•Open and closed shelves gives ample display and storage space respectively •These are sample reference images for artistic understanding only and the
for memoirs, curios, pieces of art and other essentials to be housed securely in same shall vary as per actual design.
place.
•This design is termite and borer proof as per standard materiel specifications
provided separately.

Pegasus Homes©
HAPPY FAMILY DINING TABLE OPTIONS
General Specifications
Disclaimer
•Base Plywood: Standard Plywood ISI 710 BWP/ BWR Marine Grade (19mm/ •Accessories shown in the image are only for representation and are not part
12mm/ 6mm) of Specified Make.
of the product.
•Laminates: Greemlam/ Advance/ Merino/ Realtouch/ Similar Make.
•Depending on your screen settings and resolution on your device there may
•Toughened Glass: Saint Gobain/ Modiguard/ Equivalent Make.
be a slight variance in fabric color and wood polish of the image and actual
•Hardware/baskets: Godrej/ Hafele/ Hettich/ Similar Make.
product.
•False Ceiling: Gyproc/ Oman/ Boral/ Equivalent (12mm THK) With GI Channel •Wood grains will vary from product to product.
(Of Make Jindal/ Equivalent), CNC Cutting panels extra.
•Furniture having intricate hand-painted or similar detail is an individual
•Electricals: Finolex/ Anchor Wires, Finolex/ Anchor Soft Touch Switches,
unique piece and may have slight distinctions and variance between the
Philips LED Lights or Similar.
picture and actual design.
•Paint/ Texture Paint: Asian Wall Putty (Touchup), Asian Primer, Asian Paints •The Primary material as per specification is the main material used to create
Royale Shyne/ Equivalent Paint.
the product and in addition to the primary material there might also be
•Wallpaper: Blossom/ New Year/ Equivalent Make, Full Washable Waterproof additional materials used in the creation of the design.
Quality.
•In natural response to seasonal climate variations, any wood will contract
•Glue: Fevicol Marine/ Equivalent Advanced Waterproof Adhesive Make.
and expand throughout the life of the product and is thus not warranted for
•Miscellaneous: General Branded items as per Specified Make and color of
this purpose.
Choice.
•Glue lines or other issues related to the natural characteristics of wood are
Features & Benefits
not defects and not covered under any kind of warranty.
•Made from environment friendly European Standard Plywood with scratch •There is no warranty for built in furniture design if there are cuts or
resistant Laminate coating as per standard materiel specifications provided
scratches, or damage caused by impacts or accidents, or if the items are have
separately.
been handled incorrectly, used inappropriately, or cleaned using the wrong
•Edge banding/ similar treatment made on all sides and selected lamination cleaning methods or cleaning products.
provided on all open exposed surfaces to protect from moisture and other
•Upholstered furniture will lighten over time if it's exposed to direct sunlight
natural elements.
or even in prolonged usage within indoor lighting conditions.
•Fit to host standard sized units as applicable for its particular usage and
•No warranty is covered for any damages due to the usage of the product
which can be wall mount or placed on the proposed shelf or surface provided beyond its intended use and for general wears & tears in the natural course
at site as per standard design.
of product usage.
•Open and closed shelves gives ample display and storage space respectively •These are sample reference images for artistic understanding only and the
for memoirs, curios, pieces of art and other essentials to be housed securely in same shall vary as per actual design.
place.
•This design is termite and borer proof as per standard materiel specifications
provided separately.

Pegasus Homes©
NEO-CLASSIC CROCKERY CABINET OPTIONS
General Specifications
Disclaimer
•Base Plywood: Standard Plywood ISI 710 BWP/ BWR Marine Grade (19mm/ •Accessories shown in the image are only for representation and are not part
12mm/ 6mm) of Specified Make.
of the product.
•Laminates: Greemlam/ Advance/ Merino/ Realtouch/ Similar Make.
•Depending on your screen settings and resolution on your device there may
•Toughened Glass: Saint Gobain/ Modiguard/ Equivalent Make.
be a slight variance in fabric color and wood polish of the image and actual
•Hardware/baskets: Godrej/ Hafele/ Hettich/ Similar Make.
product.
•False Ceiling: Gyproc/ Oman/ Boral/ Equivalent (12mm THK) With GI Channel •Wood grains will vary from product to product.
(Of Make Jindal/ Equivalent), CNC Cutting panels extra.
•Furniture having intricate hand-painted or similar detail is an individual
•Electricals: Finolex/ Anchor Wires, Finolex/ Anchor Soft Touch Switches,
unique piece and may have slight distinctions and variance between the
Philips LED Lights or Similar.
picture and actual design.
•Paint/ Texture Paint: Asian Wall Putty (Touchup), Asian Primer, Asian Paints •The Primary material as per specification is the main material used to create
Royale Shyne/ Equivalent Paint.
the product and in addition to the primary material there might also be
•Wallpaper: Blossom/ New Year/ Equivalent Make, Full Washable Waterproof additional materials used in the creation of the design.
Quality.
•In natural response to seasonal climate variations, any wood will contract
•Glue: Fevicol Marine/ Equivalent Advanced Waterproof Adhesive Make.
and expand throughout the life of the product and is thus not warranted for
•Miscellaneous: General Branded items as per Specified Make and color of
this purpose.
Choice.
•Glue lines or other issues related to the natural characteristics of wood are
Features & Benefits
not defects and not covered under any kind of warranty.
•Made from environment friendly European Standard Plywood with scratch •There is no warranty for built in furniture design if there are cuts or
resistant Laminate coating as per standard materiel specifications provided
scratches, or damage caused by impacts or accidents, or if the items are have
separately.
been handled incorrectly, used inappropriately, or cleaned using the wrong
•Edge banding/ similar treatment made on all sides and selected lamination cleaning methods or cleaning products.
provided on all open exposed surfaces to protect from moisture and other
•Upholstered furniture will lighten over time if it's exposed to direct sunlight
natural elements.
or even in prolonged usage within indoor lighting conditions.
•Fit to host standard sized units as applicable for its particular usage and
•No warranty is covered for any damages due to the usage of the product
which can be wall mount or placed on the proposed shelf or surface provided beyond its intended use and for general wears & tears in the natural course
at site as per standard design.
of product usage.
•Open and closed shelves gives ample display and storage space respectively •These are sample reference images for artistic understanding only and the
for memoirs, curios, pieces of art and other essentials to be housed securely in same shall vary as per actual design.
place.
•This design is termite and borer proof as per standard materiel specifications
provided separately.

Pegasus Homes©
SMART COOK MODULAR KITCHEN OPTIONS
General Specifications
Disclaimer
•Base Plywood: Standard Plywood ISI 710 BWP/ BWR Marine Grade (19mm/ •Accessories shown in the image are only for representation and are not part
12mm/ 6mm) of Specified Make.
of the product.
•Laminates: Greemlam/ Advance/ Merino/ Realtouch/ Similar Make.
•Depending on your screen settings and resolution on your device there may
•Toughened Glass: Saint Gobain/ Modiguard/ Equivalent Make.
be a slight variance in fabric color and wood polish of the image and actual
•Hardware/baskets: Godrej/ Hafele/ Hettich/ Similar Make.
product.
•False Ceiling: Gyproc/ Oman/ Boral/ Equivalent (12mm THK) With GI Channel •Wood grains will vary from product to product.
(Of Make Jindal/ Equivalent), CNC Cutting panels extra.
•Furniture having intricate hand-painted or similar detail is an individual
•Electricals: Finolex/ Anchor Wires, Finolex/ Anchor Soft Touch Switches,
unique piece and may have slight distinctions and variance between the
Philips LED Lights or Similar.
picture and actual design.
•Paint/ Texture Paint: Asian Wall Putty (Touchup), Asian Primer, Asian Paints •The Primary material as per specification is the main material used to create
Royale Shyne/ Equivalent Paint.
the product and in addition to the primary material there might also be
•Wallpaper: Blossom/ New Year/ Equivalent Make, Full Washable Waterproof additional materials used in the creation of the design.
Quality.
•In natural response to seasonal climate variations, any wood will contract
•Glue: Fevicol Marine/ Equivalent Advanced Waterproof Adhesive Make.
and expand throughout the life of the product and is thus not warranted for
•Miscellaneous: General Branded items as per Specified Make and color of
this purpose.
Choice.
•Glue lines or other issues related to the natural characteristics of wood are
Features & Benefits
not defects and not covered under any kind of warranty.
•Made from environment friendly European Standard Plywood with scratch •There is no warranty for built in furniture design if there are cuts or
resistant Laminate coating as per standard materiel specifications provided
scratches, or damage caused by impacts or accidents, or if the items are have
separately.
been handled incorrectly, used inappropriately, or cleaned using the wrong
•Edge banding/ similar treatment made on all sides and selected lamination cleaning methods or cleaning products.
provided on all open exposed surfaces to protect from moisture and other
•Upholstered furniture will lighten over time if it's exposed to direct sunlight
natural elements.
or even in prolonged usage within indoor lighting conditions.
•Fit to host standard sized units as applicable for its particular usage and
•No warranty is covered for any damages due to the usage of the product
which can be wall mount or placed on the proposed shelf or surface provided beyond its intended use and for general wears & tears in the natural course
at site as per standard design.
of product usage.
•Open and closed shelves gives ample display and storage space respectively •These are sample reference images for artistic understanding only and the
for memoirs, curios, pieces of art and other essentials to be housed securely in same shall vary as per actual design.
place.
•This design is termite and borer proof as per standard materiel specifications
provided separately.

Pegasus Homes©
SWEET-DREAMS HYDRAULIC STORAGE BED OPTIONS
General Specifications
Disclaimer
•Base Plywood: Standard Plywood ISI 710 BWP/ BWR Marine Grade (19mm/ •Accessories shown in the image are only for representation and are not part
12mm/ 6mm) of Specified Make.
of the product.
•Laminates: Greemlam/ Advance/ Merino/ Realtouch/ Similar Make.
•Depending on your screen settings and resolution on your device there may
•Toughened Glass: Saint Gobain/ Modiguard/ Equivalent Make.
be a slight variance in fabric color and wood polish of the image and actual
•Hardware/baskets: Godrej/ Hafele/ Hettich/ Similar Make.
product.
•False Ceiling: Gyproc/ Oman/ Boral/ Equivalent (12mm THK) With GI Channel •Wood grains will vary from product to product.
(Of Make Jindal/ Equivalent), CNC Cutting panels extra.
•Furniture having intricate hand-painted or similar detail is an individual
•Electricals: Finolex/ Anchor Wires, Finolex/ Anchor Soft Touch Switches,
unique piece and may have slight distinctions and variance between the
Philips LED Lights or Similar.
picture and actual design.
•Paint/ Texture Paint: Asian Wall Putty (Touchup), Asian Primer, Asian Paints •The Primary material as per specification is the main material used to create
Royale Shyne/ Equivalent Paint.
the product and in addition to the primary material there might also be
•Wallpaper: Blossom/ New Year/ Equivalent Make, Full Washable Waterproof additional materials used in the creation of the design.
Quality.
•In natural response to seasonal climate variations, any wood will contract
•Glue: Fevicol Marine/ Equivalent Advanced Waterproof Adhesive Make.
and expand throughout the life of the product and is thus not warranted for
•Miscellaneous: General Branded items as per Specified Make and color of
this purpose.
Choice.
•Glue lines or other issues related to the natural characteristics of wood are
Features & Benefits
not defects and not covered under any kind of warranty.
•Made from environment friendly European Standard Plywood with scratch •There is no warranty for built in furniture design if there are cuts or
resistant Laminate coating as per standard materiel specifications provided
scratches, or damage caused by impacts or accidents, or if the items are have
separately.
been handled incorrectly, used inappropriately, or cleaned using the wrong
•Edge banding/ similar treatment made on all sides and selected lamination cleaning methods or cleaning products.
provided on all open exposed surfaces to protect from moisture and other
•Upholstered furniture will lighten over time if it's exposed to direct sunlight
natural elements.
or even in prolonged usage within indoor lighting conditions.
•Fit to host standard sized units as applicable for its particular usage and
•No warranty is covered for any damages due to the usage of the product
which can be wall mount or placed on the proposed shelf or surface provided beyond its intended use and for general wears & tears in the natural course
at site as per standard design.
of product usage.
•Open and closed shelves gives ample display and storage space respectively •These are sample reference images for artistic understanding only and the
for memoirs, curios, pieces of art and other essentials to be housed securely in same shall vary as per actual design.
place.
•This design is termite and borer proof as per standard materiel specifications
provided separately.

Pegasus Homes©
CONTEMPORARY BEDSIDE TABLE OPTIONS
General Specifications
Disclaimer
•Base Plywood: Standard Plywood ISI 710 BWP/ BWR Marine Grade (19mm/ •Accessories shown in the image are only for representation and are not part
12mm/ 6mm) of Specified Make.
of the product.
•Laminates: Greemlam/ Advance/ Merino/ Realtouch/ Similar Make.
•Depending on your screen settings and resolution on your device there may
•Toughened Glass: Saint Gobain/ Modiguard/ Equivalent Make.
be a slight variance in fabric color and wood polish of the image and actual
•Hardware/baskets: Godrej/ Hafele/ Hettich/ Similar Make.
product.
•False Ceiling: Gyproc/ Oman/ Boral/ Equivalent (12mm THK) With GI Channel •Wood grains will vary from product to product.
(Of Make Jindal/ Equivalent), CNC Cutting panels extra.
•Furniture having intricate hand-painted or similar detail is an individual
•Electricals: Finolex/ Anchor Wires, Finolex/ Anchor Soft Touch Switches,
unique piece and may have slight distinctions and variance between the
Philips LED Lights or Similar.
picture and actual design.
•Paint/ Texture Paint: Asian Wall Putty (Touchup), Asian Primer, Asian Paints •The Primary material as per specification is the main material used to create
Royale Shyne/ Equivalent Paint.
the product and in addition to the primary material there might also be
•Wallpaper: Blossom/ New Year/ Equivalent Make, Full Washable Waterproof additional materials used in the creation of the design.
Quality.
•In natural response to seasonal climate variations, any wood will contract
•Glue: Fevicol Marine/ Equivalent Advanced Waterproof Adhesive Make.
and expand throughout the life of the product and is thus not warranted for
•Miscellaneous: General Branded items as per Specified Make and color of
this purpose.
Choice.
•Glue lines or other issues related to the natural characteristics of wood are
Features & Benefits
not defects and not covered under any kind of warranty.
•Made from environment friendly European Standard Plywood with scratch •There is no warranty for built in furniture design if there are cuts or
resistant Laminate coating as per standard materiel specifications provided
scratches, or damage caused by impacts or accidents, or if the items are have
separately.
been handled incorrectly, used inappropriately, or cleaned using the wrong
•Edge banding/ similar treatment made on all sides and selected lamination cleaning methods or cleaning products.
provided on all open exposed surfaces to protect from moisture and other
•Upholstered furniture will lighten over time if it's exposed to direct sunlight
natural elements.
or even in prolonged usage within indoor lighting conditions.
•Fit to host standard sized units as applicable for its particular usage and
•No warranty is covered for any damages due to the usage of the product
which can be wall mount or placed on the proposed shelf or surface provided beyond its intended use and for general wears & tears in the natural course
at site as per standard design.
of product usage.
•Open and closed shelves gives ample display and storage space respectively •These are sample reference images for artistic understanding only and the
for memoirs, curios, pieces of art and other essentials to be housed securely in same shall vary as per actual design.
place.
•This design is termite and borer proof as per standard materiel specifications
provided separately.

Pegasus Homes©
STUDIO STYLE DRESSING UNIT OPTIONS
General Specifications
Disclaimer
•Base Plywood: Standard Plywood ISI 710 BWP/ BWR Marine Grade (19mm/ •Accessories shown in the image are only for representation and are not part
12mm/ 6mm) of Specified Make.
of the product.
•Laminates: Greemlam/ Advance/ Merino/ Realtouch/ Similar Make.
•Depending on your screen settings and resolution on your device there may
•Toughened Glass: Saint Gobain/ Modiguard/ Equivalent Make.
be a slight variance in fabric color and wood polish of the image and actual
•Hardware/baskets: Godrej/ Hafele/ Hettich/ Similar Make.
product.
•False Ceiling: Gyproc/ Oman/ Boral/ Equivalent (12mm THK) With GI Channel •Wood grains will vary from product to product.
(Of Make Jindal/ Equivalent), CNC Cutting panels extra.
•Furniture having intricate hand-painted or similar detail is an individual
•Electricals: Finolex/ Anchor Wires, Finolex/ Anchor Soft Touch Switches,
unique piece and may have slight distinctions and variance between the
Philips LED Lights or Similar.
picture and actual design.
•Paint/ Texture Paint: Asian Wall Putty (Touchup), Asian Primer, Asian Paints •The Primary material as per specification is the main material used to create
Royale Shyne/ Equivalent Paint.
the product and in addition to the primary material there might also be
•Wallpaper: Blossom/ New Year/ Equivalent Make, Full Washable Waterproof additional materials used in the creation of the design.
Quality.
•In natural response to seasonal climate variations, any wood will contract
•Glue: Fevicol Marine/ Equivalent Advanced Waterproof Adhesive Make.
and expand throughout the life of the product and is thus not warranted for
•Miscellaneous: General Branded items as per Specified Make and color of
this purpose.
Choice.
•Glue lines or other issues related to the natural characteristics of wood are
Features & Benefits
not defects and not covered under any kind of warranty.
•Made from environment friendly European Standard Plywood with scratch •There is no warranty for built in furniture design if there are cuts or
resistant Laminate coating as per standard materiel specifications provided
scratches, or damage caused by impacts or accidents, or if the items are have
separately.
been handled incorrectly, used inappropriately, or cleaned using the wrong
•Edge banding/ similar treatment made on all sides and selected lamination cleaning methods or cleaning products.
provided on all open exposed surfaces to protect from moisture and other
•Upholstered furniture will lighten over time if it's exposed to direct sunlight
natural elements.
or even in prolonged usage within indoor lighting conditions.
•Fit to host standard sized units as applicable for its particular usage and
•No warranty is covered for any damages due to the usage of the product
which can be wall mount or placed on the proposed shelf or surface provided beyond its intended use and for general wears & tears in the natural course
at site as per standard design.
of product usage.
•Open and closed shelves gives ample display and storage space respectively •These are sample reference images for artistic understanding only and the
for memoirs, curios, pieces of art and other essentials to be housed securely in same shall vary as per actual design.
place.
•This design is termite and borer proof as per standard materiel specifications
provided separately.

Pegasus Homes©
EUROPEAN ACCENT WARDROBE OPTIONS
General Specifications
Disclaimer
•Base Plywood: Standard Plywood ISI 710 BWP/ BWR Marine Grade (19mm/ •Accessories shown in the image are only for representation and are not part
12mm/ 6mm) of Specified Make.
of the product.
•Laminates: Greemlam/ Advance/ Merino/ Realtouch/ Similar Make.
•Depending on your screen settings and resolution on your device there may
•Toughened Glass: Saint Gobain/ Modiguard/ Equivalent Make.
be a slight variance in fabric color and wood polish of the image and actual
•Hardware/baskets: Godrej/ Hafele/ Hettich/ Similar Make.
product.
•False Ceiling: Gyproc/ Oman/ Boral/ Equivalent (12mm THK) With GI Channel •Wood grains will vary from product to product.
(Of Make Jindal/ Equivalent), CNC Cutting panels extra.
•Furniture having intricate hand-painted or similar detail is an individual
•Electricals: Finolex/ Anchor Wires, Finolex/ Anchor Soft Touch Switches,
unique piece and may have slight distinctions and variance between the
Philips LED Lights or Similar.
picture and actual design.
•Paint/ Texture Paint: Asian Wall Putty (Touchup), Asian Primer, Asian Paints •The Primary material as per specification is the main material used to create
Royale Shyne/ Equivalent Paint.
the product and in addition to the primary material there might also be
•Wallpaper: Blossom/ New Year/ Equivalent Make, Full Washable Waterproof additional materials used in the creation of the design.
Quality.
•In natural response to seasonal climate variations, any wood will contract
•Glue: Fevicol Marine/ Equivalent Advanced Waterproof Adhesive Make.
and expand throughout the life of the product and is thus not warranted for
•Miscellaneous: General Branded items as per Specified Make and color of
this purpose.
Choice.
•Glue lines or other issues related to the natural characteristics of wood are
Features & Benefits
not defects and not covered under any kind of warranty.
•Made from environment friendly European Standard Plywood with scratch •There is no warranty for built in furniture design if there are cuts or
resistant Laminate coating as per standard materiel specifications provided
scratches, or damage caused by impacts or accidents, or if the items are have
separately.
been handled incorrectly, used inappropriately, or cleaned using the wrong
•Edge banding/ similar treatment made on all sides and selected lamination cleaning methods or cleaning products.
provided on all open exposed surfaces to protect from moisture and other
•Upholstered furniture will lighten over time if it's exposed to direct sunlight
natural elements.
or even in prolonged usage within indoor lighting conditions.
•Fit to host standard sized units as applicable for its particular usage and
•No warranty is covered for any damages due to the usage of the product
which can be wall mount or placed on the proposed shelf or surface provided beyond its intended use and for general wears & tears in the natural course
at site as per standard design.
of product usage.
•Open and closed shelves gives ample display and storage space respectively •These are sample reference images for artistic understanding only and the
for memoirs, curios, pieces of art and other essentials to be housed securely in same shall vary as per actual design.
place.
•This design is termite and borer proof as per standard materiel specifications
provided separately.

Pegasus Homes©
NEW NORMAL HOME OFFICE CONSOLE OPTIONS
General Specifications
Disclaimer
•Base Plywood: Standard Plywood ISI 710 BWP/ BWR Marine Grade (19mm/ •Accessories shown in the image are only for representation and are not part
12mm/ 6mm) of Specified Make.
of the product.
•Laminates: Greemlam/ Advance/ Merino/ Realtouch/ Similar Make.
•Depending on your screen settings and resolution on your device there may
•Toughened Glass: Saint Gobain/ Modiguard/ Equivalent Make.
be a slight variance in fabric color and wood polish of the image and actual
•Hardware/baskets: Godrej/ Hafele/ Hettich/ Similar Make.
product.
•False Ceiling: Gyproc/ Oman/ Boral/ Equivalent (12mm THK) With GI Channel •Wood grains will vary from product to product.
(Of Make Jindal/ Equivalent), CNC Cutting panels extra.
•Furniture having intricate hand-painted or similar detail is an individual
•Electricals: Finolex/ Anchor Wires, Finolex/ Anchor Soft Touch Switches,
unique piece and may have slight distinctions and variance between the
Philips LED Lights or Similar.
picture and actual design.
•Paint/ Texture Paint: Asian Wall Putty (Touchup), Asian Primer, Asian Paints •The Primary material as per specification is the main material used to create
Royale Shyne/ Equivalent Paint.
the product and in addition to the primary material there might also be
•Wallpaper: Blossom/ New Year/ Equivalent Make, Full Washable Waterproof additional materials used in the creation of the design.
Quality.
•In natural response to seasonal climate variations, any wood will contract
•Glue: Fevicol Marine/ Equivalent Advanced Waterproof Adhesive Make.
and expand throughout the life of the product and is thus not warranted for
•Miscellaneous: General Branded items as per Specified Make and color of
this purpose.
Choice.
•Glue lines or other issues related to the natural characteristics of wood are
Features & Benefits
not defects and not covered under any kind of warranty.
•Made from environment friendly European Standard Plywood with scratch •There is no warranty for built in furniture design if there are cuts or
resistant Laminate coating as per standard materiel specifications provided
scratches, or damage caused by impacts or accidents, or if the items are have
separately.
been handled incorrectly, used inappropriately, or cleaned using the wrong
•Edge banding/ similar treatment made on all sides and selected lamination cleaning methods or cleaning products.
provided on all open exposed surfaces to protect from moisture and other
•Upholstered furniture will lighten over time if it's exposed to direct sunlight
natural elements.
or even in prolonged usage within indoor lighting conditions.
•Fit to host standard sized units as applicable for its particular usage and
•No warranty is covered for any damages due to the usage of the product
which can be wall mount or placed on the proposed shelf or surface provided beyond its intended use and for general wears & tears in the natural course
at site as per standard design.
of product usage.
•Open and closed shelves gives ample display and storage space respectively •These are sample reference images for artistic understanding only and the
for memoirs, curios, pieces of art and other essentials to be housed securely in same shall vary as per actual design.
place.
•This design is termite and borer proof as per standard materiel specifications
provided separately.

Pegasus Homes©
SLEEK SHOE RACK OPTIONS
General Specifications
Disclaimer
•Base Plywood: Standard Plywood ISI 710 BWP/ BWR Marine Grade (19mm/ •Accessories shown in the image are only for representation and are not part
12mm/ 6mm) of Specified Make.
of the product.
•Laminates: Greemlam/ Advance/ Merino/ Realtouch/ Similar Make.
•Depending on your screen settings and resolution on your device there may
•Toughened Glass: Saint Gobain/ Modiguard/ Equivalent Make.
be a slight variance in fabric color and wood polish of the image and actual
•Hardware/baskets: Godrej/ Hafele/ Hettich/ Similar Make.
product.
•False Ceiling: Gyproc/ Oman/ Boral/ Equivalent (12mm THK) With GI Channel •Wood grains will vary from product to product.
(Of Make Jindal/ Equivalent), CNC Cutting panels extra.
•Furniture having intricate hand-painted or similar detail is an individual
•Electricals: Finolex/ Anchor Wires, Finolex/ Anchor Soft Touch Switches,
unique piece and may have slight distinctions and variance between the
Philips LED Lights or Similar.
picture and actual design.
•Paint/ Texture Paint: Asian Wall Putty (Touchup), Asian Primer, Asian Paints •The Primary material as per specification is the main material used to create
Royale Shyne/ Equivalent Paint.
the product and in addition to the primary material there might also be
•Wallpaper: Blossom/ New Year/ Equivalent Make, Full Washable Waterproof additional materials used in the creation of the design.
Quality.
•In natural response to seasonal climate variations, any wood will contract
•Glue: Fevicol Marine/ Equivalent Advanced Waterproof Adhesive Make.
and expand throughout the life of the product and is thus not warranted for
•Miscellaneous: General Branded items as per Specified Make and color of
this purpose.
Choice.
•Glue lines or other issues related to the natural characteristics of wood are
Features & Benefits
not defects and not covered under any kind of warranty.
•Made from environment friendly European Standard Plywood with scratch •There is no warranty for built in furniture design if there are cuts or
resistant Laminate coating as per standard materiel specifications provided
scratches, or damage caused by impacts or accidents, or if the items are have
separately.
been handled incorrectly, used inappropriately, or cleaned using the wrong
•Edge banding/ similar treatment made on all sides and selected lamination cleaning methods or cleaning products.
provided on all open exposed surfaces to protect from moisture and other
•Upholstered furniture will lighten over time if it's exposed to direct sunlight
natural elements.
or even in prolonged usage within indoor lighting conditions.
•Fit to host standard sized units as applicable for its particular usage and
•No warranty is covered for any damages due to the usage of the product
which can be wall mount or placed on the proposed shelf or surface provided beyond its intended use and for general wears & tears in the natural course
at site as per standard design.
of product usage.
•Open and closed shelves gives ample display and storage space respectively •These are sample reference images for artistic understanding only and the
for memoirs, curios, pieces of art and other essentials to be housed securely in same shall vary as per actual design.
place.
•This design is termite and borer proof as per standard materiel specifications
provided separately.

Pegasus Homes©
COZY BALCONY DÉCOR OPTIONS
General Specifications
Disclaimer
•Base Plywood: Standard Plywood ISI 710 BWP/ BWR Marine Grade (19mm/ •Accessories shown in the image are only for representation and are not part
12mm/ 6mm) of Specified Make.
of the product.
•Laminates: Greemlam/ Advance/ Merino/ Realtouch/ Similar Make.
•Depending on your screen settings and resolution on your device there may
•Toughened Glass: Saint Gobain/ Modiguard/ Equivalent Make.
be a slight variance in fabric color and wood polish of the image and actual
•Hardware/baskets: Godrej/ Hafele/ Hettich/ Similar Make.
product.
•False Ceiling: Gyproc/ Oman/ Boral/ Equivalent (12mm THK) With GI Channel •Wood grains will vary from product to product.
(Of Make Jindal/ Equivalent), CNC Cutting panels extra.
•Furniture having intricate hand-painted or similar detail is an individual
•Electricals: Finolex/ Anchor Wires, Finolex/ Anchor Soft Touch Switches,
unique piece and may have slight distinctions and variance between the
Philips LED Lights or Similar.
picture and actual design.
•Paint/ Texture Paint: Asian Wall Putty (Touchup), Asian Primer, Asian Paints •The Primary material as per specification is the main material used to create
Royale Shyne/ Equivalent Paint.
the product and in addition to the primary material there might also be
•Wallpaper: Blossom/ New Year/ Equivalent Make, Full Washable Waterproof additional materials used in the creation of the design.
Quality.
•In natural response to seasonal climate variations, any wood will contract
•Glue: Fevicol Marine/ Equivalent Advanced Waterproof Adhesive Make.
and expand throughout the life of the product and is thus not warranted for
•Miscellaneous: General Branded items as per Specified Make and color of
this purpose.
Choice.
•Glue lines or other issues related to the natural characteristics of wood are
Features & Benefits
not defects and not covered under any kind of warranty.
•Made from environment friendly European Standard Plywood with scratch •There is no warranty for built in furniture design if there are cuts or
resistant Laminate coating as per standard materiel specifications provided
scratches, or damage caused by impacts or accidents, or if the items are have
separately.
been handled incorrectly, used inappropriately, or cleaned using the wrong
•Edge banding/ similar treatment made on all sides and selected lamination cleaning methods or cleaning products.
provided on all open exposed surfaces to protect from moisture and other
•Upholstered furniture will lighten over time if it's exposed to direct sunlight
natural elements.
or even in prolonged usage within indoor lighting conditions.
•Fit to host standard sized units as applicable for its particular usage and
•No warranty is covered for any damages due to the usage of the product
which can be wall mount or placed on the proposed shelf or surface provided beyond its intended use and for general wears & tears in the natural course
at site as per standard design.
of product usage.
•Open and closed shelves gives ample display and storage space respectively •These are sample reference images for artistic understanding only and the
for memoirs, curios, pieces of art and other essentials to be housed securely in same shall vary as per actual design.
place.
•This design is termite and borer proof as per standard materiel specifications
provided separately.

